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Gofman, Irene; Docket, Hearing; Siarnacki, Anne
RE: Indian Point

In addition, please note that Japan is changing it policy after major disaster - let's try to learn from mistakes of others and
NOT wait or create our own problems. This is a unique opportunity to prevent it from happening in Westchester PLEASE close Indian Point:
The proposed new energy policy is-a major shift from Japan's decades-long advocacy of nuclear power. It calls for greater
reliance on renewable energy, more conservation and sustainable use of fossil fuels. The phase-out by the 2030s would
be achieved mainly by retiring aging reactors and not replacing them.
Irene Gofman

From: Gofman, Irene
Sent: Friday, September 14, 2012 2:11 PM
To: 'hearing.docket@nrc.gov'; 'anne.siarnacki@nrc.gov'
Subject: Indian Point

I strongly encourage you to close Indian Point and NOT to re-license it again. As the property owner in nearby Cortland
Manor, the presence of nuclear power point is huge worry on my mind.
Indian Point is just another business and demonstrated during it history that it is goal is profit. It located in the
overcrowded place near New York City - any evacuation is simply impossible; our children, our lives is more important
than any marginal benefits to the economy and prices in electricity.
New plant would have NEVER be approved in this location and, regardless of self-serving rules of NRC, this factor must
be a consideration in re-licensing process.
Current lawsuit by former guard stating that security is compromised is another point against re-licensing.
Please consider people life, health and future of this area before business interest of industry that proven time and time
again being dangerous, unpredictable and unsafe.
Sincerely,
Irene Gofman
Cortlandt Manor, NY
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